Apliquick Tutorial:
This is a quick tutorial on how to use the Apliquick products. These
tools will help you turn the edges over for fabulous applique with ease
on even the tiniest of shapes. Whether your are doing Applique by
machine or hand, when the edges are turned under well it looks just
beautiful and your work will last much longer. Who doesn't want
beautiful applique results!?

We are going to use the3 Apliquick tools listed below plus a pair of fine
tipped tweezers(if you have a surger, use the tweezers for threading it,
they will work wonderfully). We sell the Apliquick tools in a set of all 3, that
is a little less expensive than buying each item separately.
1.A set of 2 stiletto tools: The first is a little heavier and has a
forked end and a pointed end. The forked end, is used to hold
tiny pieces steady while the edges are turned over. The pointed
end, is precisely the same as the pointed end on the 2nd tool,
the difference being that the heavy one is used for heavier
weight fabrics and larger pieces. The second tool has a pointed
end for turning over the tiniest of pieces and getting minute
detail with ease. The opposing end has a flattened angled edge

and is used to smooth out edges and puckers.
2. The Applique adhesive: This adhesive is specially formulated
to be very tacky and light weight. The advantage is, when
turning edges over they stay put the first time. This adhesive is
also acid & phosphate free so no damage will be done to your
fabrics. It also goes on in a blue color when wet, and dries clear.
This is very helpful in accurate application.
3. The Apliquick interfacing: The interfacing has been specially
designed to be the exact stiffness to allow achieving very fine
detail, yet not make your applique look or feel stiff.

How we use our Apliquick tools:

Use a fine soft led mechanical pencil and trace your applique design onto
the non shiny side of the interfacing.

If you have a feature on top of a character you will need to move the
interfacing and trace the top feature separately. Notice, the dog collar in
the pic above. Next you will cut out exactly on the pencil line all of your
little pieces. Press & adhere your little pieces with the shiny side of the
interfacing to the wrong side of your applique fabric patches.

You will need an extremely good & sharp pair of 2” scissors, we love the
Dovo Stainless ones. Trim seam allowance to a scant 1/8”. On inside gentle
curves, make a series of little ease clips every 1/8”.Be sure to clip all
cleavages. These clips should go to within 1 or 2 threads of the weave of
the fabric, before the edge of the interfacing.

Apply the adhesive to the wrong side of the seam allowance plus a little
fine line on the edge of the interfacing. Only Apply the adhesive about an
inch in advance of turning your edges over. It is best to start on the most
uncomplicated or straightest part of your character. Notice, we started on
the back of the dog.

Hold the forked end as close to edge as you can, without it impeding the
turning of the edge. Use the pointed end of your other tool to stroke the
seam allowance toward you. You will be holding the stroking tool as you
would a pencil. Do not use too much pressure, a light touch will produce far
better results. Remember that any part of a character which is tucked
under a corresponding part, will have a raw edge, so do not turn the edge
of anything that is going to be tucked under another part later. If you have
a point showing up on an edge that should be smooth, it is because there is
too large of a pleat taking up fullness. This usually occurs on a gentle inside
curve. No problem, take one of your pointed end tools and stroke it down
the middle of the pleat on the wrong side to create two pleats, to spread
out the bulk, this will smooth out your edge. If your adhesive has already
dried, take a damp q-tip and roll it over the seam allowance of the area you
wish to correct. Give it a minute to absorb and make your adjustment. If
you have an area too small to hold down with the forked end, use the
pointed end of the heavier tool as you would have the fork. You will keep
repeating the steps of applying the adhesive and stroking and smoothing
until the entire edge is turned over the interfacing.
Now with the wrong side facing up use the flattened side of the angled end
tool and flatten the edges with a little pressure.

Now we are going to put everything together. Using your original pattern
as a guide construct all of the applique pieces together and adhere them
onto the background fabric. You can do this with the glue stick adhesive or
a liquid applique adhesive. We like the liquid better because it is easier to
control and you only need tiny little dots(we like busy fingers or Roxannes).
Now you can permanently stitch your applique down by hand or machine!
These products are great for either method. The hard part of turning the
edges is done, and with a little practice tiny images like the ones we used
from the Story Quilts Books will be simple for you. We are making a Winter
Theme applique quilt that incorporates this little girl & dog. Stay tuned! We
think its going to be fabulous!

